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Abstract 
The objective of this project is to develop a functioning digital counter 
for counting people or commodities, an improvement of the earlier one 
built by the author which is suitable for quality control in industries. 
The earlier one consists of discrete components only while the present 
one emphasizes the use of ICs and a few discrete components that 
offset the malfunction that characterized the earlier design. The counter 
developed is able to count a maximum number of 10,000 people or 
commodities unlike the earlier work that could count only 31 people 
or commodities before re-setting. The digital counter comprises the 
following units: a phototransistor, an operational amplifier, a 
Schmitt trigger, four decade counters (7490), four decoders/drivers 
(7447), a seven-segment display unit, and a power supply unit. 

Introduction 
Though digital counters exist everywhere the uniqueness of this design is in the 

present drive of the leaders of Nigeria to transfer science and technology into the country to enhance 
her industrial, health, agricultural, environmental and economic development. This masterpiece work 
is not found in any of the references and the refinement of the design when continued optimum 
efficiency and sophistication will be attained. 

The success of the earlier design and construction of the digital counter was the prime 
motivator (Ezeadubu, 1975). The determination to resolve the malfunction observed in that design is 
the second motivating factor. Thirdly, the quest to improve on the design should not be overlooked. 

The malfunction of the 1975 design led to the presentation of a paper titled, "The effects of 
discrete components on the behaviour of digital counters", at The National Engineering Conference of 
The Federal Polytechnic, Bida, Niger state held in the School of Engineering in June 2003 "(Ezeadubu, 
2003). In this paper the malfunction was extensively discussed. 

The square waves produced on interruption of light beam by passing people or commodities on 
a conveyor belt are counted by the binary counters (7490 ICs) in O's and I's which are decoded lo 
decimal number by the decoders/drivers (7447's) and a seven-segment display unit. Finally, the 
success of this design by far outweighs the 1975 design that counts only thirty-one people compared to 
the present one that counts ten thousand people. Also, the malfunction is overcome by the 
application of IC's in the design. 

The Phototransistor 
The source of light energy in the absence of sunlight is a 150W electric bulb connected to the 

mains supply. Light energy failing on the base (P region) of a reverse - biased base-collector junction 
creates electron-hole pairs in the base region swept out as a photo-current. The base is floating and 
exposed to light energy as in Fig 1. 

The creation of hole-electron pairs occurs when the base of the phototransistor absorbs a light 
quantum that raises an electron from the top of the valence band across the energy gap into the 
conduction band. Each electron absorbs a quantum of light energy. The hole-electron pairs are swept out 
as leakage current, also known as photo-current (Ryder). 

Calculation of the Collector Current and the Output Voltage 
Applying Kirchoff s voltage law to the common emitter phototransistor amplifier in Fig. 1. 

Also, Ic = (Vcc - 
VCE)/RE Ic ~ hpglB 

2.1 
2.2 

since HCE^CE is negligible. 

 

 



 
where Io is the leakage current, IVE is the phototransistor gain, P is the illumination, !0 = KT/q, K 
is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the ambient temperature in degree Kelvin, and q is the 
electronic charge (Feedback Instruments Ltd.)- The output voltage, VOII, given by eq. 2.4 is applied 
to the non-inverting input of the Op Amp in Fig.! at point A of the IGkQ pre-set resistor (R3). 

Amplification (Op Amp - uA741) 
The output voltage of the phototransistor amplifier is very small of the order of 

micro-volts and requires amplification. Through the compensation network applied at the (-) 
input terminal a small dc voltage is applied so as to reduce the dc output voltage to zero. That is, 

the smail dc voltage supplied in series with the inverting input terminal is in the ranee 

 

Fig. 1:    OP AMP with Compensation Network, a Phototransistor Amplifier, and a Schmitt 
Trigger 

Let the output of the phototransistor amplifier present at A of the pre-set resistor R3 be 
V|N. Then, the input voltage present at the (+) input terminal of the OP AMP, 

 
Schmitt Trigger-.Signal Shaping 

A Schmitt trigger is a comparator with hysteresis used with a positive feedback as shown in 
Fig. 1. A part of the output, VOUT,SAT is returned to the (+) input terminal through the resistors R5 and R6 
forming the positive feedback path. 

 
The subject is discussed in Millman and Halkias, and Norman Lurch (1980). 



Given the following data: V,N = ±5V(10V P - P), VOUT,SAT = ±14V, 
VIM is a sinusoidal wave while the output VOUT is a square wave.   The overlap from + l40mV to -- 
140mV is 280mV, and is called the hysteresis voltage Vh [NonnanLurch]. 

Design Of An Inverting Schmitt Trigger 
The design of the inverting Schmitt trigger in Fig.l having the threshold voltages ±O.I4V 

using the U.A741 op amp and standard value 1% - tolerance resistors is discussed elsewhere 
(Ezeadubu, 2005). Additional information is available in Hambley (2002). The power supply 
voltages are ±I5V, and the output voltages of the p,A741 are +14V. The following results were 
derived in the paper. 

R5= IOOQ,RG- 13.86x 100/0.14 = 9,9000 
R5 = lOOkQ (Preferred vaiue). 

The Design of 8421 Bed Decade Up Counter 
Basically, there are two types of electronic counters, namely, asynchronous, serial or ripple 

and synchronous or parallel counters (Morris). The design of an 8421 BCD decade UP counter is 
initiated by drawing the transition maps based on Table I. The decade counter progresses through 
0-»9-»0, resetting at the tenth pulse. 

Table 1: Truth Table of a Decade Counter 

 
A transition map is a type of Karnaugh map into which the next state of the sequential circuit 

is written for a given present state condition. From the transition maps the following minimized input 
logic functions are derived [Morris, Hill and Peterson, and Blakeslee]. 

 

A circuit diagram of the 8421 BCD decade UP counter can then be drawn from these input 
logic functions using master/slave J.K.. flip-flops and NAND gates. 

The industrial standard name of a decade counter is 7490 - a medium scale integrated circuit 
(MSI) in TTL 7400 series realizes these minimized input logic functions and its use is preferred in this 
work due to the advantages of ICs over discrete components as discussed extensively in Ezeadubu 
(2003). It operates on the sequence of the 8421 BCD code described in Table 1 as a sequential 
circuit. It is a 14 pin d.i.p. More information about it can be found elsewhere (Egwuonwu ,1994). 

Four units of the 7490 (a bunch of flip-flops) are used in this project that can be rightly 
called a register. At the count of decimal number 9,999 the next input pulse from the Schmitt 
trigger will reset all the stages to decimal number 0000 corresponding to the count of 10,000 
people or commodities. The pin connections of the stages of the 7490 are shown in fig. 2 where 
the outputs of the 7490's are fed into four decoder/driver units (7447). Naturally, as the decade 



counter follows the sequence of a 8421 BCD code each rank of the output in decimal is 
represented by a 4-digit number. In the next section the design of the decoder/driver (7447) will be 
discussed. 

The Decoder/Driver (7447) and Bed Code to Seven Segments Display 
7447 (M.S.I) is rightly called a BCD code to seven-segment decoder/driver. That is, 

it readily accepts a BCD information encoded in a 4-bit form and generates a 7 - bit output signal 
as shown in Table 2. It is a 16-pin, 

 

Fig. 2: 7490's Pin connections S.T. = Schmitt Trigger 

d.i.p. package. The circuit diagram of the pin connections between the 7490 decade-counter (i.e.) 
and the decoder/driver (7447 i.e.) is shown in Fig. 3. The output transistors in 7447 i.e. can stand 
up to 15V and can sink enough current about 40mA to drive a common anode type LED seven 
segment displays directly (Egwuonwu). 

The 8421 BCD output of the 7490 decade counter becomes the 4 - input combinations for 
the 7447 decoder/driver enabling the decimal numbers 0-9 to be realized through the 
seven-segment display as the Truth Table in Table 2 for the conversion of BCD code to 
seven-segment code illustrates. 

Segment 'a' is illuminated when the following condition is met: a = 0 or 2 or 3 or 5 or 6 
or 7 or 8 or 9. That is, when these values are HIGH. This expression requires an 8-input OR gate 
for segment, a. Also, segment 'b' is illuminated when the following condition is met: b = 0 or 1 or 
2 or 3 •or 4 or 7 or 8 or 9. That is, when these decimal numbers are HIGH. An 8-input OR 



gate is again required to provide the output to segment b.  Similarly, an expression can be derived for 
each of the remaining segments c, d, e, f and g. 

These expressions for a-g can be minimized with the aid of a karnaugh map drawn separately 
for each of the segments, ignoring logic 0 output in Table 2 and entering logic 1 and Can't Happen 
states X's in the maps. Grouping of the cells is done such that the largest possible number of X's and 
logic 1 "s are enclosed in the loop. The minimal expressions are discussed in Morris, Hill and Peterson 
and Blakesiee (1979). They are as follows:- 

 

The decoder/driver (7447) 1C shown in Fig.3 realizes these input logic functions and has a 
further advantage that each of the segments a-g is 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Conversion of B.C.D. Code to Seven Segment Display Code 



 
 
 

Fig. 3: Pin Connections between 7490 - Decade counter and 7447 Decoder/Driver 
O 

connected to emitter-follower amplifier internally acting as a current driver for the LEDs. 

 The Seven Segments Displays 
The decoder/driver is structured on the seven-segment display which comprises of 

light-emitting diodes (LEDs) arranged as in fig. 4(a) so that any number from 0-9 could be realized 
and displayed (Nashelsky). Both the common anode and common cathode arrangements of the 
LEDs are possible but only the common anode arrangement that features in this work, where the 



anodes of the LEDs are tied together at +5V and the cathodes at ground potential, is displayed in 
Fig. 4(b). 

Fig. 4: (a) Seven Segment Display (b) The Common Anode Arrangement 

The 7447 iC receives four input lines A to D from the 7490 1C and gives out seven output 
lines a to g for driving the seven segments of the LEDs as shown in Fig. 5. 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5: 7447 Decoder/Driver 1C and Seven Segments Display 1C 
Let us conceptualize any of the driver transistors in the 7447 1C as shown in Fig. 6(a) for each 

of the seven segments of the LEDs. As a switch when the base of the transistor is HIGH it is 
forward- biased and conduction occurs and the LEDs in question will l it .  This is the ON 
condition of the switch, 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Fig. 6(a): Emitter-follower Amplifier (Driver), (b) ON Condition of a Segment 

VcE,tsai) = 0>2V or nearly zero and VBE<sai) is about 0.7 - 0.8V for silcon transistors and about 
0.4V for germanium transistors in switching circuit design (Morris). Thus, the transistor is driven 
into saturation carrying a large current with the emitter at the ground potential as the collector as 
shown in Fig.6(b). If each segment operates at I OmA at 2.7V for normal brightness: R = (5 - 
2.7)V/10mA = 230Q. The preferred value is 220n. 

Two units of the seven segments display are used in this project. Each unit is double 
a-g, a1-g'. The block diagram of the digital counter is indicated in Fig. 7. 

  



 

 

Applications 
The counter is applicable in systems requiring automation. For example, the manufacture of a 

product or a certain arithmetic calculation may require five different steps for completion, namely, A, 
B, C, D, and E -The steps are timed by the interruption of the light beam. At the first three 
interruptions equivalent to the digital read-out 0011 step A is switched ON through a relay system. At 
'the sixth interruption of light equivalent to the digital read-out 0110 step B is switched ON, while step 
A switches OFF. At the nineth interruption of light equivalent to the digital read-out 1001 step C 
switches ON, while step B switches OFF. Similarly, D and E steps occur at the twelveth (1 100) and 
fifteenth (1111) interruptions respectively. This can be done by interposing a perforated disc after the 
source of the light beam to block the light at any other area except at the perforation (a circular hole). 
The disc is mounted at its centre on the rotating shaft of a motor. The centres of the hole, the light 
beam, and the base of the phototransistor are collinear. 

This arrangement finds application in computer-operated giant systems in industries, in 
complex giant computers, in security alarm systems against intruders, in the counting of spectators at 
a football match, as a sensor in control systems, and as an electronic game whereby at every 
interruption of light a figure or a diagram is displayed and a winner can emerge, etc. 

Conclusion 
A digital counter has been successfully designed and built. Its operation is excellent. 

However, it should be up-graded for more sophistication, for example, to retain the last count when 
there is power failure and a switching ON/OFF/CLEARING mechanism added to enable operations of 
ON, OFF, and CLEARING to be effected. 

When Nigeria really goes industrial recognizing the importance of automation rather than 
manual operation this kind of system can be of assistance in the area of control. 
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